
47: Nevermore

 Two hours old, October the fifth exploded in gunfire. Feral bellows answered the violent reports. Elliot 
Burch struggled to understand how and why his life had not already ended. A hired gunman lay dead on the 
floor of the Central Park carousel, felled by one blow from a lethal paw. The owner of that paw stood between 
Elliot and another would-be murderer. Elliot stared as the massive growling shadow advanced on John Moreno, 
corrupt District Attorney of Manhattan. Elliot’s dazed mind kept trying to connect two pieces of information: the 
shadow could only be Vincent―and Elliot had heard the shadow’s bestial battle-cries once before.
 That night on the waterfront, Elliot thought. The...thing...who took out the gorronistas. That was him. Oh, 
Cathy. Cathy, that was HIM.
 Elliot saw Moreno boggle at the snarling beast. Vincent moved forward. Moreno pointed his handgun. 
Two shots blasted into Vincent’s body. Elliot watched the cloaked shadow recoil, begin to double over, abruptly 
silent―
 Then Vincent straightened. Six strides closed the distance to his enemy. Moreno screamed, but it sounded 
like a sigh compared to Vincent’s wrathful roar.
 Elliot blinked.
 Catherine’s lover tore her betrayer apart.
 Screams and roaring ceased.
 Elliot got moving. He crawled through an eternity of questions to reach the carousel platform. He stood 
up and hurried among the motionless herd of carousel horses, toward Vincent’s ragged gasps. All around him 
in the mortal stillness, teeth champed and hooves stamped. Painted eyes rolled and a mystical wind, unheard, 
unfelt, whipped manes and tales into colorful banners. His shadow glided from pole to pole, ambiguous, a dull 
reflection of his passage. As though I’m the phantom here, he thought. As though I have been the hidden stranger 
wandering through someone else’s story.
 Ahead of him, Vincent fell to his knees. His soft cry of pain knifed Elliot’s heart. Elliot wondered, And 
before? On the docks? Did you take a bullet then? More than one? For me? For Catherine? Who are you? What 
are you? Can you possibly be real?
 Vincent attempted to rise. Elliot caught a powerful shoulder from behind. The muscular shape beneath 
that fringed and rag-patched cape felt more real than anything Elliot had ever touched before. He pulled upward 
and stepped closer. Vincent staggered to his feet, his bloodied hands grasping for Elliot’s support. He watched 
Moreno’s corpse as though daring it to reanimate―or perhaps in disbelief that the man was truly dead.
 Elliot felt claws scratch at the fabric of his coat. He smelled liquid iron and underground mustiness, and 
the living skin of a wild, inhuman creature. Panting, Vincent wheeled away from Moreno. Elliot held onto him. 
They held onto each other. At last Elliot Burch and Vincent stood face to face.
 Elliot suddenly believed he understood everything and nothing at the same time. He looked into the very 
eyes of mystery. He saw a lion’s face and a man’s intelligence, an animal form and a human soul. Elliot knew at 
once there could be no comprehending this. A man must either accept Vincent’s raw reality or refuse it, no hows 
or whys required. To explain him meant exchanging untameable truth for a false rendition of his impossibility. But 
Vincent in the flesh did explain Catherine Chandler. All her secrets, all her fears.
 And all her love?
 Vincent broke the contact. He looked down, his blue eyes glazed with shock and pain, and pulled 
away from Elliot’s hands. He fled, hunched, moving unsteadily from horse to horse. Elliot called after him.  
“Vincent!”
 Vincent never looked back.
 Phantoms, thought Elliot. Mirror images.
 Princes at opposite poles of love.
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